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1. What are three Criteria of organizing Public Art Projects?
a. Time, Artist, Client
b. Scale, Time, Budget
c. Scale, Scope, Project Length
d. Material, Budget, Artist
2. What is the most important aspect of understanding a public art process?
a. Materials
b. Budget
c. Client Vision
d. Timing
3. What are some of the tools in researching and choosing an artist? Circle the one that DOES NOT belong.
a. Utilizing the Visual Listening Process
b. Identifying a budget
c. Reviewing existing works
d. Preparing RFQ/RFP
4. How long does a typical public art project take?
a. 2-4 months
b. 24-36 months
c. 12-18 months
d. Over 2 years
5. What are some strategies for working within a budget? Choose all that apply.
a. Changing material
b. Reviewing another artist
c. Changing scale
d. Discussing options with client

6. What are the important aspects of a budget? Choose all that apply.
a. Defining disbursement
b. Defining costs of artist and cost of installation- together or separate as budget item
c. Preparing a master budget for multiple sites
d. Understanding and laying out a payment schedule
7. What was one of the lessons learned from the 1st National Project with the prairie animals/wagon trails?
a. Understanding the limitations of budget
b. Working on contracts
c. Understanding the importance of scale
d. Looking at material
8. What are some ways to insure proper installation? Choose all that apply.
a. Secure permits
b. Price out materials
c. Address irrigation and lighting
d. Contract negotiations
9. To insure a smooth installation what should be considered?
a. Understanding the scope of work
b.

Choosing material

c.

Determine delivery dates and times

d.

Producing a product

10. Why is Collaboration so important between artist and Landscape Architect? Choose all that apply
a. It helps determine liability
b. It defines distinct roles
c. It creates partnerships and a united vision of the project early on
d. It creates a better project and more smooth experience for everyone.

